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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 26
pages. OCLC Number: 55129170 Excerpt: . . . 1. 2. 1 Current Problems in Gallium Distribution It is
well known that the addition of gallium to the CIS structure opens up the bandgap and increases the
V of the resulting cell. At ISET, past OC efficiency and spectral response results had indicated that in
spite of adding Ga to the absorber layer, we were not getting the full benefit of it in increasing the
open circuit voltage. SIMS measurements on our samples had indicated that during the conversion
process in which the Cu-In-Ga alloy was converted to CIGS, the gallium is accumulating at the rear
of the absorber layer nearing the Mo interface ( Figure 1 ) due to the kinetics of the selenization step.
Consequently, controlled stoichiometries, which introduce gallium nearly molecularly in our ink
based deposition appears to be ineffectual at opening up the bandgap of the semiconductor. We
are countering the problem of gallium depth-distribution by exploring modification routes. Gallium
surface treatments will help us achieve higher cell efficiencies by opening up the material bandgap
from otherwise CIS-type laboratory cells during the selenization of...
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Reviews
This book is really gripping and fascinating. I was able to comprehended every little thing out of this published e pdf. Your life span will likely be transform
when you full looking at this ebook.
-- Mrs. Heaven Schmeler
Complete manual! Its such a great study. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. You are going to like the way the
article writer create this publication.
-- Ike Fadel
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